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Foreword

I am very pleased to introduce and recommend to readers this excellent report
on an extremely important theme in the relations between Brazil and the United
States. From the perspective of a Brazilian scholar who received his graduate
education in the United States, I would like to offer several reactions to the
authors' findings.
First, I was most impressed by the widely positive responses from Brazilians
who had studied in the United States. I had known this to be true of engineers
and scientists, but I was interested to discover it to be die case with graduates
of other fields as well. Second, I was struck by the frustration felt by those with
undergraduate degrees from the United States and the difficulties in readjustment
to domestic conditions experienced by many with graduate training in business.
It seems to me that the inflexibility in applying new skills to a different environment exhibited by individuals in these two categories is in striking contrast to
the experience reported by engineers. Finally, I cannot help wondering if the
answers to some of the questions put by these authors might have been somewhat
different if the questions had been presented by non-North Americans, or even
other Brazilians. There appears to be a clear "emotional load" attached to many
answers. How important is this emotion, I wonder, and is it unique to the graduates
of American higher education?
But regardless of the answers to these questions, the findings of this report
demonstrate clearly that education in the United States leaves an indelible imprint

on Brazilian students; not only through the specific knowledge acquired, but also
dirough die assimilation of a powerful culture. Creativity, innovation, competition,
competence, objectivity, freedom to express one's views and to choose a rational
rather than an emotional approach to problems all are words and phrases which
appear in the responses of those interviewed.
This report raises important questions which Brazilians themselves should
ponder. For example, why is it that graduates with training in American business
schools seem unable or unwilling to adjust their newfound tools to die circumstances and challenging problems of dieir homeland? In die responses to questions presented here, diese graduates seem to rail at the environment in which
they live, radier than to rejoice in the challenges which it affords. Their education
seems to have become a constraining quicksand radier dian a liberating foundation for growdi. The authors speculate that die explanation for diis phenomenon
lies in die relative brevity and style of die MBA, which emphasizes straightforward
application of a set of tools radier than die adaptation of diese tools to particular
social and cultural circumstances, or even die development of new tools. I would
suggest mat political factors may be another explanation for this surprising and
disturbing intellectual paralysis.
The finding in mis report of some evidence of destructive cultural disorientation
among relatively young students abroad should certainly receive attention. Allowing for some exaggeration by interviewees, there is a clear indication mat in
certain circumstances study abroad may yield more "bad" effects than "good".
This finding should not lead to die conclusion diat undergraduate experiences
must be discontinued, but it does suggest the need for careful design and administration of programs to minimize "cultural shock."
It was a pleasure to read diis report which, it seems to me, presents an accurate
description of die impact of American culture on Brazilian students. Some comparisons made by respondents between their foreign and domestic experiences
may be overstatements based on dieir pride in an American education, and diere
is some evidence here of the familiar proclivity everywhere to evaluate what is
domestic below what is foreign. Nevertheless, these are matters of emphasis more
man of fact.
Above all, die audiors are to be congratulated for identifying the problem of
die decay of competence of Brazilian scholars, professors, and research workers,
and for proposing continued cooperation between the United States and Brazil
to meet diis problem. I emphasize cooperation because it is die essential responsibility of the Brazilian government to provide the resources to sustain a
healdiy growth in me quality and quantity of the scholarly community in Brazil.
Unless mis condition prevails, no amount of assistance from a foreign partner
can have much effect. In fact, in die absence of adequate domestic support,

attempts to arrest decay will simply increase die frustration which the audiors
find to be widespread already.
I would like to draw attention to diree of die audiors' proposals for action
which I fully endorse:
1. Increased support for exchange programs of mature scholars.
2. Joint research by Brazilian and American scholars.
3. Support by multinational companies of research in Brazilian universities
and research centers.
Finally, I am not entirely certain diat die conclusions can readily be extrapolated
to countries in odier circumstances dian Brazil, aldiough I do consider diis report
to be a very fair appraisal of die impact of American higher education on Brazilian
students.
Luiz Bevilacqua
Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
Pontifical Catholic University
of Rio de Janeiro

1.

In die summer of 1982 we completed a survey of policies toward foreign
students in American colleges and universities based primarily on extensive visits
in diree states. A main conclusion of diis study was that while reasoned policies
toward foreign students could be formulated by each institution, based on educational, economic, cultural, and political considerations, few institutions had
done so. Hence die dde of our publication, Absence of Decision (HE, 1983). We
suggested a framework of analysis which any institution might apply in formulating
policy and a list of questions to be addressed.
One of die most intriguing of diese questions was "What effects did an education
in die United States have on a foreign student?" More specifically, how do diese
effects influence die self-interest of die educational institution, die region in
which die particular college or university is located, and the entire United States?
We acknowledged diat it was possible only to speculate very generally about
answers to diese questions. We were able to acquire some evidence from our
American travels, but only from die trainers of diese students, not from die alumni
diemselves.
Interest in answers to diese questions was directed at three levels. First, what
was die typical relationship of a foreign alumnus to his alma mater? Did he or
she retain close contact widi or lose interest in die institution? Were die memories
of die educational experience generally positive or negative? Second, how did
the behavior of a foreign alumnus after his return home impinge on me American
1

economy? Did he purchase American products, provide access to crucial materials,
encourage (or perhaps discourage) U.S. investment, provide particular services
to multinational corporations, or in odier ways affect die purchases and sales of
goods and services and die rate of return on investment? Third, did changed
attitudes of diese alumni toward die U.S. economy, toward dieir own economy,
toward die world economy, or toward economic, social, and political principles
more generally, have any tangible impact upon American interests?
Clearly answers to diese questions are highly relevant to die formulation of
American policy toward foreign students. Yet answers are exceptionally hard to
find. One approach is to conduct statistical analyses to determine causal relationships between training in die United States and various economic indicators.
Problems widi diis approach include die uncertain reliability of much of die
available data, die large number of odier relevant and interconnected variables,
and me inability of diis approach to capture unquantifiable factors (such as changes
in attitudes toward policy) which may in die long run be die most significant of
all. There is a high risk of spurious correlation using diis mediod. A second
approach is to gadier fresh data from foreign alumni dirough questionnaires.
Problems widi diis research design are die well-known obstacles to administering
surveys abroad (especially in die developing world) and more fundamentally die
difficulty of eliciting answers to complex questions in written form which often
fail to capture die nuances of attitude most influential in determining outcomes.
We adopted a diird approach, which we had employed in our earlier survey,
of conducting extended and partially structured interviews widi respondents who
were encouraged, widiin limits, to carry die conversation into tiiose directions
they found most stimulating.
For a case study using diis technique we selected Brazil, and conducted our
investigations tiiere during die summer of 1983. We made diis choice because
of Brazil's size, political and economic significance, complexity, and intermediate
status as a "newly industrialized country." A special consideration was die mood
of introspection in which we found most Brazilians, a natural consequence of
die severe economic and political challenges which diey faced. This mood, it
seemed to us, led diem to be exceptionally receptive to our probing, and willing
bodi to reminisce and to diink large dioughts about die circumstances in which
they found diemselves.
We spent most of our available time evenly divided between Sao Paulo and
Rio de Janeiro, widi a brief excursion to Brasilia, die capital. We made contact
widi a wide range of alumni of American institutions in virtually all walks of life:
Brazilian-owned private corporations, state-owned enterprises, multinational corporations (MNCs), banks, die civil service, universities, schools, research laboratories and institutes, and die media. In addition, we spoke widi a variety of

persons not trained in America who were well-placed to comment on die larger
scene.
Our technique in die conduct of diese interviews was to begin by describing
die subject and die questions diat grew out of it. We found diat typically some
questions more dian otiiers attracted interviewees, and we allowed diem to move
freely in diese directions. As time went on certain topics grew in importance
while otiiers receded. We tended also to check die course of our own understanding widi later respondents and try to determine where consensus might lie.
We have no illusions diat diose widi whom we spoke were a representative
sample of American alumni in Brazil, nor indeed diat Brazil is a "representative"
country, whatever diat may be. Historically, Brazilian-American relations have
been close. Brazil was die only Latin American nation to commit combat forces
to allied units during World War II, and most Brazilians appear to be instinctively
positive when dealing widi Americans. Indeed, die enormous geographical size
of Brazil and die frontier spirit of many of its citizens are often noted by Brazilians
as die basis for many similarities between dieir own country and die United
States. Nevertheless, we sensed diat ourfindingswere of larger significance dian
just widi respect to die group widi whom we talked in die country which we
visited. These observations, we strongly suspect, are suggestive of conditions and
attitudes in odier countries as well.
In die chapters which follow we report what we heard. Inevitably diis is filtered
and interpreted by us widi weight attached to people and arguments we found
especially persuasive, interesting, and significant. One person widi whom we
spoke told us diat we were conducting edinographic research of die most modern
style. We admit to nodiing as formidable as diis. We have merely prepared an
essay which we hope will be stimulating, provocative, and perhaps even instructive
in a preliminary way to tiiose who are required to make and evaluate policy on
this vital subject.
In a country where we arrived widi no acquaintances, let alone friends, and
did not speak die language, we were totally dependent upon die generosity and
cooperation of many individuals. This we received in great quantity. Many extremely busy people took time out from hectic schedules to talk widi unknown
travelers on what must have seemed like a fool's errand. We do not cite most of
them here because of space limitations and because we do not wish to associate
them, even indirecdy, with a document which they might not wish to endorse.
We do, however, particularly wish to thank persons who arranged our itineraries
in die diree cities we visited: Irene Felman of ALUMNI in Sao Paulo; Maria Helena
Da Camara Leme of die Ford Foundation office in Rio de Janeiro; and Kyra Eberle
of die United States Embassy in Brasilia. Widiout die assistance, insights, and
persistence of diese new friends we could not have accomplished our task.

